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is changed, thereby providing information that permits a systematic development of concepts regard-

range of 0–1000 °C. The structure parameters of these four minerals and the vibration frequencies of
in the order FeS2, CoS2, NiS2, and MnS2, the sulfur-sulfur distance decreases in the order FeS2, CoS2,
MnS2, and NiS2
the order of heavy isotope enrichment is pyrite > cattierite > vaesite > hauerite. It seems that the sulfur
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introduction
Sulfides have great economic importance as the major source
of most of metals. Among them, pyrite is the most abundant

provide an excellent opportunity to increase the scope of isotope
geochemistry: the emergence of “nontraditional” stable isotopes

rocks, metamorphic rocks, granite, basic-ultrabasic magmatic

capabilities for measurements of position-specific isotope
effects in organic compounds, and a great expansion of mass-

Lennie 1991). The pyrite structure, based on NaCl structure, is
-

element, it has four stable isotopes, 32S, 33S, 34S, and 36

family of minerals exhibits a fascinating diversity in structural
chemistry, electrical, magnetic, and other physical properties
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S values of terrestrial samples has

36

structure, may provide the opportunity to examine the various

sulfide and sulfate minerals in sedimentary rocks older than

changed, thereby providing information that permits a systematic
development of concepts regarding sulfur isotope fractionation
in transition-metal sulfides.

this abnormal fractionation is termed “mass independent sulfur

isotopic exchange equilibria and the thermodynamic properties
of substances, using stable isotope fractionations to estimate the
temperature of minerals formation in geochemical systems has
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of the various mechanisms suggested to generate S-MIF are un-

fractionations.
As for sulfides, the complexities of the sulfide system and
the difficulty in making experiments on sulfur isotopic frac-

